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 Our Way 4 (9th edition) Editora: Richmond 

• Units 4 to 8; 

• Grammar Reference (Pages 122 to 127); 

• List of verbs (Page 128); 

• Workbook (Pages 135 to 144). 

 
I- READING COMPREHENSION 

Read an email about plans for the weekend to practice and improve your reading skills.  

 

Question 1 (Before reading the text) 

 

The right sequence is: 

A  D- B- A- C- F- E 

B  E- A- F- C- D- B     

C  E- F- C- A- D-B 

D  C- B- D- F- A- E 

E  A- F- C- D- B- E 

 

• Read the text: 

An email from a friend      

Hi Samia, 
Just a quick email to say that sounds like a great idea. Saturday is better for me because I'm meeting my parents on Sunday. So, if that's 

still good for you, why don't you come here? Then you can see the new flat and all the work we've done on the kitchen since we moved in. We 
can eat at home and then go for a walk in the afternoon. It's going to be so good to catch up finally. I want to hear all about your new job! 

Our address is 52 Charles Road, but it's a bit difficult to find because the house numbers are really strange here. If you turn left at the 
post office and keep going past the big white house on Charles Road, there's a small side street behind it with the houses 50–56 in. Don't ask 
me why the side street doesn't have a different name! But call me if you get lost and I'll come and get you. 

Let me know if there's anything you do/don't like to eat. Really looking forward to seeing you! 
See you soon! 
Gregor 

Source: learnenglish.britishcouncil.org 
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Question 2 

 

Based on the text, judge the items into true (T) or false (F), then mark the correct sequence. 

( T  )  (  F  ) Samia and Gregor are going to meet on Saturday. 

( T  )  (  F  ) Gregor is going to make lunch. 

( T  )  (  F  ) They haven't seen each other for a long time. 

( T  )  (  F  ) Samia's life hasn't changed since they last met. 

( T  )  (  F  ) The house is easy to find. 

( T  )  (  F  ) Gregor doesn't know the name of the side street his flat is on. 

 

The right sequence is: 

A  T- T- T- F- F- F      

B  T- F- T- F- T- F 

C  F- T- T- F- T- F 

D  F- F- T- T- F- F 

E  T- T- F- F- T- T 

 

Question 3 

According to the text ‘An email from a friend’, observe the words in bold and then mark the only right option: 

I. The sentence ‘We moved in’ is in the simple past tense.    

II. The verb ‘hear’ in the past participle form is heard.    

III. The sentence ‘if you turn left…’ in the past perfect tense would be if you had turned left…    

IV. The word ‘that’ in the first sentence of the text could be replaced by who without any grammatical mistakes.  

 

A  Only alternative I is correct. 

B  Only alternatives I and II are correct. 

C  Only alternative IV is incorrect.    

D  All the alternatives are correct. 

E  All the alternatives are incorrect. 

 

 

II. PRESENT PERFECT TENSE 

Unfinished Actions 

1: We use this tense when we want to talk about unfinished actions or states or habits that started in the past and continue 

to the present. Usually we use it to say 'how long' and we need 'since' or 'for'. We often use stative verbs. 

• I've known Karen since 1994. 

• She's lived in London for three years. 

• I've worked here for six months. 
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'Since' and 'For' 

We use 'since' with a fixed time in the past (2004, April 23rd, last year). The fixed time can be another action, which is in the 

past simple (since I was at school, since I arrived). 

• I've known Sam since 1992. 

• I've liked chocolate since I was a child. 

• She's been here since 2pm. 

 

We use 'for' with a period of time (2 hours, three years, six months). 

• I've known Julie for ten years. 

• I've been hungry for hours. 

• She's had a cold for a week. 

 

Finished Actions 
2: Life experience. These are actions or events that happened sometime during a person's life. We don't say when the 

experience happened, and the person needs to be alive now. We often use the words 'ever' and 'never' here. 

• I have been to Tokyo. 

• They have visited Paris three times. 

• We have never seen that film. 

 

3: With an unfinished time word (this month, this week, today). The period of time is still continuing. 

• I haven't seen her this month. 

• She's drunk three cups of coffee today. 

• I've already moved house twice this year! 

 

We CAN'T use the present perfect with a finished time word. 

• NOT: I’ve seen him yesterday. 

 

4: A finished action with a result in the present (focus on result). We often use the present perfect to talk about something 

that happened in the recent past, but that is still true or important now. Sometimes we can use the past simple here, especially 

in US English. 

• I've lost my keys (so I can't get into my house). 

• She's hurt her leg (so she can't play tennis today). 

• They've missed the bus (so they will be late). 

 

5: We can also use the present perfect to talk about something that happened recently, even if there isn't a clear result in the 

present. This is common when we want to introduce news and we often use the words 'just / yet / already / recently'. 

However, the past simple is also correct in these cases, especially in US English. 

• The Queen has given a speech. 

• I've just seen Lucy. 

• The Mayor has announced a new plan for the railways. 
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Structure:  

 
 

Question 4:  

Complete the sentences with the Present Perfect Tense of the verbs in the box. Then, check the right option. 

to go – to see – to live - to find 

 

• They______________________a great movie. They said we ought to see it. 

• I _________________________what I was looking for. 

• Sandra _____________________in England for five years. 

• That guy ______________________away with the money! Call the police! 

 

A  have seen - have found – has lived– has gone     

B  has found - have seen – has gone – have been 

C  have seen – has found – have lived – did go 

D  saw – found – lived – went 

E  had found – have seen – has gone – has been 

 

Question 5: 

Mark the only alternative that is written properly according to the Present Perfect rules.  

A  Where have she been? I called you six times! 

B   I have selled my house, now I can buy a flat. 

C   She has told me something really important.  

D   Have they sended the email I asked? 

E  She traveled to Paris last month. 
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Question 6: 

Having the comic as a reference, judge the items ( R ) Right or ( W ) Wrong.  

 

1.[___________] The character has probably died. 

2.[_________] The man in the cartoon is not familiar with any social media. 

3.[____ ___] We have no examples of present perfect form on this comic. 

4.[________] It’s possible to substitute “have” by “has” with no grammatical 

mistake.  

 
A A. W- W- W- W 

B B. R- R- R-  R 

C C. W- R- W- W 

D D. R- W- W- W  

E E.  W- W- R-W 

 

Question 7: 

Complete the sentences with the Present Perfect Tense of the verbs in the box. Then, check the right option. 

to see – to eat – to study - to send 

 

• My parents______________________a great meal recently. They didn’t invite me, I’m sad. 

• I _________________________so hard to pass this exam! 

• Mia _____________________a letter to her old friend. 

• George ______________________(NOT) his family since the lockdown has started. 

 

A  has sended- have studyed- has eaten – has saw 

B  ate – studied – sent - saw 

C  have eaten – have studied- has sent – hasn’t seen  

D  have seen - have studied – has eaten - have sent 

E  have ate- has studied- have sent – didn’t see 

 

Question 8: 

Complete the text using the Past Simple or the Present Perfect Tense and then, mark the correct option. 

 

London ____________________ (have) an underground train system since the 19
th 

century. The London Underground 

__________________ (start) in 1863, when engineers and workers built the Metropolitan railway. This railway line went from 

Paddington Station to Farringdon Street Station. It was a very short line. Eight more lines __________________ (open) since then. 

The world’s first electric railway opened in 1890. This line ______________(go) from the city center to South London. The most 

modern line is the Jubilee line. It opened in 1977. Since the London Underground began operating, many other cities, like New 

York and Moscow, built their own systems. 
                                                                                                                             (fromjulro.files.wordpress.com)  

A  have/ start/ open/ goes 

B  had/ started/ opened/ went 

C  has had/ has started/ has opened/ went 

D  has had/ started/ have opened/ went  

E  have had/ started/ have opened/ went 
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III.  PRESENT PERFECT ADVERBS 

SINCE 

• Refers to a specific point in time. 

Examples: 

I have lived here since 2010. 

I have been walking since 5 p.m. 

 

FOR 

• Talks about a period or duration of time. 

• Doesn’t have to be an exact number, but it needs to refer to a period of time. 

 

Examples: 

He has lived in Paris for a long time. 

We’re going to New York for the weekend. 

 

EVER/ NEVER 

• Express the idea of an unidentified time before now. 

• Always placed before the main verb (past participle). 

 

Examples: 

He has never been abroad. 

Have you ever been to Europe? 

JUST 

• Refers to events that recently occurred 

 

Examples: 

Are you hungry? – No, I’ve just had dinner. 

Is Tom here? – No, I’m afraid he’s just gone out. 

ALREADY 

• An action that has happened at an unspecified time before now. It suggests that there is no need for repetition 

• Can be placed before the main verb (past participle) or at the end of the sentence. 

• Affirmative (+) and Interrogative (?) sentences.  

 

Examples: 

      What time does the film start? – It has already started. 

      Has the movie already started? 

 

YET 

Refers to events that have occurred up to now. 

Negative (-) and Interrogative (?) sentences. 

 

Examples: 

He hasn’t arrived yet. 

Have you eaten the apples yet? 

 

LATELY 

• Refers to an action that has been happening frequently for some time. 

Example: 

I’ve worked a lot lately. 
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Question 9: 

Complete the sentences using the following adverbs never, yet, ever, already or just, then check the right alternative. 

 

I. Have you _________________ eaten sushi in your life? 

II. Has she _________________ finished the English project? 

III.  I have ___________been to Italy. It is a dream of mine going there. 

IV. They have ______________washed their dog. It’s still very wet. 

V. They haven't eaten _________________. They’re hungry. 

 
A  ever/ already/ never/ just/ yet  

B  just/ never/ already/ yet/ ever 

C  already/ yet/ never/ ever/ just 

D  never/ already/ ever/ yet/ just 

E  yet/ never/ ever/ just/ already 

 

Question 10: 

Complete the sentences using the following adverbs never, yet, ever, already, just, then mark the correct option. 
 

I. Have you ___________________read anything about Pop Art? 

II. I have ________________ seen a documentary about Eduardo Kobra, the Brazilian artist. It is pretty good! 

III. Has she   ___________________taken the photographs for the Art class? 

IV. We have __________________been to an art exhibition before. 

V.  He hasn’t bought the tickets for the Broadway play ________________. 

 
A  just/ never/ already/ yet/ ever 

B  already/ yet/ never/ ever/ just 

C  ever/ just/ already/ never/ yet 

D  never/ already/ ever/ yet/ just 

E  yet/ never/ ever/ just/ already 

 

Question 11: 

Complete the sentences with the adverbs for or since. Mark the correct option afterwards.  

I. The Broadway Theater is famous ____________its start. 

II. Audra McDonald has acted at the Broadway theater ___________some years.  

III. Leonardo DiCaprio has started acting ______________ he was a young boy.  

IV. Jordin Sparks has performed at the Broadway theater ____________the beginning of the year.  

V. Tom Cruise has been an actor ___________37 years.  

 
A  since/ for/ since/ for/ since 

B  for/ since/ for/ since/ since 

C  since/ for/ since/ since/ for   

D  since/ since/ since/ for/ for 

E  for/ for/ since/ since/ for 
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IV. FIRST CONDITIONAL 

 

 

 

 

Question 12: 

Fill in the blanks based on the first conditional. Then, mark the right option. 
 

I. If he calls me lazy again, I ___________help him when he is in trouble. 

II. If Jason ______________answer the phone this time, I will not call him again. 

III. I will finish the novel I’m reading if I ______________time tonight. 
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A  can/ not/ don’t have 

B  will/ wouldn’t/ had 

C  would/ didn’t/ have  

D  won’t/ doesn’t/ have   

E  don’t/ isn’t/ had 

 

Question 13: (WRITTEN ANSWER) 

 

Complete the sentences with the first conditional. Use the verbs given.  

a) If we ________________ (take care- negative) of our planet, the ice caps _____________ (melt). 

b) Many sea animals ______________(become) extinct if factories ____________ (treat- negative) their waste properly. 

c)  Which animals will suffer most if deforestation ________________(continue) the way it is? 

 

V.  SECOND CONDITIONAL 
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Question 14: 

Which sentence is correctly written in the 2nd conditional? 

A  I would reply the message if he called me.  

B  If you heat ice, it melts. 

C  If I study enough, I think I will pass the exam. 

D  If you need anything, talk to the supervisor. 

E  She won’t have any money to travel if she lost her job.  

 

Question 15:  (WRITTEN ANSWER) 

 

Complete the dialogues with the correct form of the verbs in parentheses.  

a)  A: What would you do if your best friend _______________ (say) bad things about you behind your back? 

  B: I _______________ (ask) him what motivated him to do it. 

 

b)  A: Will you travel next week? 

B: We’ll be headed to the beach only if it _______________.(rain- negative) 

 

c)  A: If you _______________ (find) a wallet on the floor, __________ you __________ (try) to return it? 

B: Of course! That’s the reasonable thing to do! 

 

VI.  PAST PERFECT TENSE 

The past perfect tense refers to a time earlier than before now.  

It is used to make it clear that one event happened before another in the past. It does not matter which event is 

mentioned first - the tense makes it clear which one happened first. 

 

Examples: 

We were shocked to discover that she hadn’t watched the 16th season of Grey’s Anatomy!  

She had just left the room when I arrived. 

Event A Event B 

John had gone out when I arrived in the office. 

Event A Event B 

I had watched Harry Potter before the computer crashed. 

Event B Event A 

When they arrived we had already started seeing Harry Potter and the 

Sorcerer's Stone. 

Event B Event A 

He was very tired because he hadn't slept well. 
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Forming the past perfect tense 

The Past Perfect tense in English is composed of two parts: the past tense of the verb to have (had) + the past participle of 

the main verb. 

Subject +had +past participle 

Affirmative 

She had seen Anne with an E. 

Negative 

She hadn't asked me before. 

Interrogative 

Had they arrived? 

Interrogative Negative 

Hadn't you finished? 

 

Question 16: 

Complete the sentences with the verbs from the box in the past perfect form.  

 
 

I. They couldn’t board the plane because they _______________________ their passports at home.  

II. I got dressed after I _______________________ a shower.  

III. Isabella _______________________ several classes when she finally recovered from her sickness. 

IV. That wasn’t his first time in Japan. He _______________________ there twice before. 

V. She mailed the letter immediately after she _______________________ it.  

 

A  has left/ has had/ has missed/ has been/ has written 

B  had written/ had missed/ had had/ had been/ had left   

C  had left/ had had/ had missed/ had been/ had written      

D  left/ had/ missed/ was/ wrote 

E  had missed/ had/ missed/ has been/ wrote 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

have     -     be     -     leave     -     write       -    miss 
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Question 17 

Read these sentences and decide if the underlined verbs are in the Simple Past (SP) or in the Past Perfect (PP). 

  Simple Past Past Perfect 

a)  TV series from one or two decades ago featured groups of 

friends with 6 people at most.     

b)  In the past, you would only call a friend someone you had 

shared your feelings with.     

c)  People had lived with fewer friends before social networks 

became popular.     

d)  Modern life ways changed the meaning of friendship. 
  

  

  

 

A  PP/ SP/ PP/ SP 

B  SP/ PP/ SP/ PP 

C  SP/ SP/ SP/ PP 

D  SP/ PP/ PP/ SP    

E  PP/ PP/ SP/ SP 

 

Question 18 

Complete the chart with the missing verb forms. (WRITTEN ANSWER) 

 

Infinitive Past simple (V2) Past participle (V3) 

1.________________ broke 2.________________ 

3.________________ 4.________________ gone  

5.________________ had 6._______________ 

leave 7.________________ 8.________________ 

meet 9.________________ 10.________________ 
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ANSWER KEY:  

1. B  

2. A  

3. C  

4. A  

5. C  

6. D   

7. C  

8. D  

9. A   

10. C  

11. C  

12. D  

13. Questão discursiva:  

a) don’t take care/ will melt 

b) will become/ don’t treat 

c) continues 

 

14. A 

 

15. Questão discursiva:  

a) said/ would ask 

b) doesn’t rain 

c) found/ would-try 

 

16. C 

17. D 

 

18. Questão Discursiva:  

I. break 

II. broken 

III. go 

IV. went 

V. have 

VI. had 

VII. left 

VIII. left 

IX. met 

X. met 

 

 
 
 

 


